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Since 1847, the Russian Orthodox Church has been represented on behalf of the Rus- representatives of the Russian Church to the sacred place to perform of divine services, which were also charged with praying for a long-suffering homeland. Thus, "The
Mission was meant to solve issues related to the security of passageways and passage through populated areas and territories where local residents were stealing, robbing and cheating, aiming to profit from confiding Russian people. In addition to these tasks, the Mission was to help to strengthen fraternal relations with the coreligionist Jerusalem (Greek) patriarchy" [7] .
Before the tragic events of the 1917 revolution in Russia, the Russian Ecclesiastical Mission in Jerusalem had been expanding its presence in Palestine from year to year.
On the eve of World War I, Russia owned more than 65 plots of land in Palestine with a total area of about 150 hectares, on which 11 churches were built (six of which are in Jerusalem), 16 shelters and farmsteads (eight in Jerusalem), one hospital and four dispensaries, seven monasteries (two in Jerusalem). In general, the Russian Ecclesiastical Mission's property was fifth higher than the property of the Imperial Orthodox Palestinian Society, which was 23 hectares (Foreign Policy Archive of the Russian Federation).
The rich history of Russia on the Holy Land is marked by the periods that have been variously considered in the scientific literature and special studies. The prerevolutionary phase of the Mission's activities has been extensively studied and presented not only in numerous monographs, but also in dissertations that touch upon many aspects of the Mission's existence and the service in the Ottoman Empire.
Lack of Connection with the Moscow Patriarchate in 1918-1948
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The Resumption of Activities in 1948
The 
Service in Israel and under the Soviet Power in Russia in 1948-1991
The Relations with the schismatics, representatives of contemporary ROCOR, throughout all the years of the Soviet period has never been easy. The preserved correspondence contains evidence of mutual accusations and a severe rejection of reciprocal activities.
Against this background, both sides had sympathizers, mostly the residents of Gornensky or "schismatic" convents, who were friendly to each other. The latter should be considered an exception, rather than a rule. There was such an intransigence that personal interactions were impossible because of the existing dissidence.
The Contemporary Period
The last years of the USSR existence and its subsequent liquidation, were marked by 
Pespectives
The It can be permissible to assume that the first and second generation of returnees will be turned to Christianity, just as the Russian language, concerning fears of the first immigrants of the 90s about it, continues to be assimilated by the third and fourth generations of immigrants from the countries of the former Soviet Union [4] .
The formation of a new Orthodox community in Israel, based on the persons, who came to the country as repatriates, became understandable in the first decade of the immigration wave [12] . Jerusalem has all the necessary resources to expand its service, but to continue the colossal work of seventy years of its existence, the initiative and qualified personnel policy should become the basis for modern services.
